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Abstract 

A parameterized dynamics analysis model of legged lander with adaptive landing gear was established. Based on the 
analysis model, the landing performances under various landing conditions were analyzed by the optimized Latin 
hypercube experimental design method. In order to improve the landing performances, a hierarchical optimization 
method was proposed considering the uncertainty of landing conditions. The optimization problem was divided into 
a higher level (hereafter the “leader”) and several lower levels (hereafter the “follower”). The followers took condition‑
ing factors as design variables to find out the worst landing conditions, while the leader took buffer parameters as 
design variables to better the landing performance under worst conditions. First of all, sensitivity analysis of landing 
conditioning factors was carried out according to the results of experimental design. After the sensitive factors were 
screened out, the response surface models were established to reflect the complicated relationships between sensi‑
tive conditioning factors, buffer parameters and landing performance indexes. Finally, the response surface model 
was used for hierarchical optimization iteration to improve the computational efficiency. After selecting the optimum 
buffer parameters from the solution set, the dynamic model with the optimum parameters was simulated again 
under the same landing conditions as the simulation before. After optimization, nozzle performance against damage 
is improved by 5.24%, the acceleration overload is reduced by 5.74%, and the primary strut improves its performance 
by 21.10%.
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1 Introduction
Legged lander has been used for deep space exploration 
because of its high landing stability and terrain adapt-
ability [1]. In order to isolate vibration and reduce load 
during soft landing, the legged lander generally uses the 
plastic material such as honeycomb as the main absorber 
to design the landing gear. However, the performances of 
these landing gears are unable to be adjusted during soft 
landing. In order to cope with complex landing terrain, 
larger design margin should be reserved, resulting in the 
heavier soft landing system [2]. With the continuous pro-
gress of deep space exploration, the terrain environment 

of interesting regions will be more complex and harsh, 
and landing in multiple regions to accomplish different 
detection missions may be needed. So it is required that 
the lander has better terrain adaptability and its landing 
gears are reusable.

Considering those requirements, Adaptive landing 
gear was proposed as a possible solution. Refs. [3–5] 
introduced hydraulic system, intelligent materials and 
pyrotechnics devices into the design of landing gear to 
realize adaptive control. Among them, magnetorheo-
logical damper (MR damper) is widely studied because 
of its cheerful prospect. In Refs. [2, 6–9], the single MR 
damper was designed and analyzed in detail, and the 
equivalent mathematical model of its characteristics was 
obtained. Refs. [10–13], which proposed a variety of con-
trol strategies for the lander with adaptive landing gears, 
proved the effectiveness of adaptive gears in enhancing 
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soft landing performances. Previous studies mostly dis-
cussed the implementation of adaptive lander, and few 
concerned the soft landing performance optimization 
for the adaptive lander. But performance optimization 
is of great importance for the weight reduction of lander 
and it benefits the improvement of terrain adaptability. 
Existing researches about landers optimization mostly 
focus on conventional passive control lander [14–16]. 
Furthermore, the worst condition uncertainty caused by 
the change of design variables was ignored in the exist-
ing researches. And the selection or optimization of 
the parameters was just based on the typical condition, 
which leads to the instability of soft landing safety.

Aiming at the uncertainty of the worst condition, a hier-
archical optimization method was proposed to update the 
worst condition dynamically during the progress optimiz-
ing the adaptive buffer parameters. First, a dynamic analy-
sis model of adaptive lander was established, and its soft 
landing performance was analyzed and evaluated. Then 
the response surface was adopted to participate the itera-
tive computation of hierarchical optimization. The lander 
with the optimized adaptive buffer was simulated. The 
results show that the optimization effectively improves 
the soft landing performance, which verifies the feasibility 
of the hierarchical optimization method.

2  Dynamic Model of the Lander
2.1  Configuration and Coordinate System Definition 

of Lander
Figure  1 shows the overall configuration of the lander 
studied in this paper, which consists of a main body and 
four symmetrically distributed landing gears (Figure 2). 
The main body is a mounting platform for various 
detecting instruments and control subsystem. All of the 
landing gears, with the same configuration and size, are 
composed of one primary strut, two secondary struts 
and one footpad. The connection between struts is 
realized through a universal joint, so as between struts 
and main body, while the footpad is connected with the 
primary strut by the ball joint. The primary struts are 
adaptive buffers, and the secondary ones use aluminum 

honeycomb core as buffer component. The relationship 
of secondary strut between the cushioning force fa and 
the buffering stroke da is shown in Figure 3, while the 
characteristic of primary strut will be discussed later. 
Take Refs. [17, 18] as reference, the structure param-
eters of the lander at touchdown is selected (Table 1).

The dynamic analysis model of soft landing was estab-
lished by ADAMS, and gravity environment was set in 
the moon. The lander footpad numbering and the coor-
dinates definition is shown in Figure 4, where Os-XsYsZs 
is global coordinate system, Oc-XcYcZc is centroid con-
trol coordinate system, αe is the equivalent slope of land-
ing surface, the speed along Xs is vertical velocity vx and 
the speed along Xs is horizontal velocity vz. The rotation 
angles from Os-XsYsZs to Oc-XcYcZc in order of Z-X-Y are 
defined as: φ (rotation about the Xs), θ (rotation about the 
Ys) and ψ (rotation about Zs). The contact force between 
footpad and landing surface was simulated by nonlinear 
spring damping model and Coulomb friction model [15].

2.2  Adaptive Buffer and Its Control Strategy
Unlike the conventional landing gears, such as honey-
comb core and air bag, buffer characteristics of adaptive 
buffer are able to be controlled by adopting some struc-
tures or intelligent material. So the adaptability of lander 
equipped with this kind of buffer can be improved. Even 
if the adaptive control system fails, the adaptive landing 
gear will degenerate to the conventional passive landing 
gear but not palsy, which ensures the safety and reliability 
of the landing system [11].

Considering the maturity of techniques, MR damper 
was chosen as carrier for adaptive control strategy. The 
main components of adaptive buffer are spring and MR 
damper, in which the spring provides restoring force, and 
MR damper provides damping force. The structure of 
adaptive buffer is shown in Figure 5. The magnetic field 
strength of the coil is changed by controlling the energiz-
ing voltage, so as to dynamically adjust the damping coef-
ficient of MR damper.

According to the existing research results, the MR 
damper produces a large damping force at a relatively Figure 1 Configuration of the lander
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Figure 2 Main structures of the lander
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small velocity (about 0.1 m/s) [19, 20]. Considering that 
the touchdown velocity is above 3 m/s, the lander will 
slow down with a large acceleration overload, which 

will affect the stable operation of the instruments on 
board and is undesired. To preserve the transportability 
of the strategy, the conventional linear damping force 
model is adopted. The damping force of MR damper 
is controlled to keep a linear relation with the buffer 
velocity by adjusting the applied current. The equiva-
lent force of adaptive buffer can be simplified as shown 
in Eq. (1) [21–23]:

where f is the equivalent force, c is the equivalent damp-
ing coefficient, k is the equivalent stiffness coefficient and 
s is the cushioning stroke of the buffer.

To ensure the controlling flexibility and promptness, 
a jump control strategy based on the minimum energy 
principle was adopted to realize the adaptive adjust-
ment of the damping coefficient [13]. Considering the 
symmetry of the land model, the damping coefficient 
control function is shown as Eq. (2):

where ci is the equivalent damping coefficient of damper 
i, and cmin, cmax are the lower and upper limit to be 
controlled.

In the whole simulation analysis of the soft landing, 
the angular velocity θ̇ , ψ̇ of the lander and the buffer 
speed of the main strut ṡ were monitored in real time 
through measurements. According to the Eq. (1), four 
cushioning forces are applied to primary struts, where 
the damping coefficient model is shown as Eq. (2). 
Finally, the independent feedback adjustment of the 
damping coefficients is realized.

In order to determine the initial buffer characteris-
tic parameters of the buffer, the soft landing process is 
simplified as spring damping model. Under the ideal 
condition that four pads simultaneously touch the 
ground, it was required that there was no vibration dur-
ing soft landing [24]. The damping ratio under above 
condition is chosen as 2.0 and the buffer is designed 
with a dynamic range ratio of 10 [25]. When the lander 
hits ground at the vertical speed of 3.5 m/s, the nomi-
nal buffer stroke is 0.075 m. Based on the above chosen 
parameters, the nominal stiffness coefficient and the 
maximum damping coefficient are determined accord-
ing to the method described in Ref. [13]. The initial 
buffer characteristic parameters are listed in Table 2.

3  Simulation and Analysis for Adaptive Lander
3.1  Indicators for Soft Landing
Considering the implementation requirements of landing 
exploration missions, the main concerns about soft land-
ing performance are as follows.

(1)f = −cṡ + ks,

(2)

ci =
cmax − cmin

2
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Figure 3 Force–stroke relationship of secondary strut

Table 1 Parameters of the lander at touchdown

Parameter Value

Mass of load (kg) 1650

Mass of landing gear (kg) 15

Height of mass center (mm) 2500

Radius of footpad’s lower surface (mm) 100

Distance between two adjacent footpads (mm) 4000

XS

ZSYS αe

XC
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YC

7

YC
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45°

1

43

2

a Isometric view         b Top view 
Figure 4 Definition of coordinate systems
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Figure 5 Sketch of adaptive buffer
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1) Nozzle performance against damage. Landing on 
regions with rough terrain may damage the nozzle 
due to rugged landing surface, which affects the per-
formance of the main engine. The minimum distance 
between the bottom of the nozzle and the landing 
surface is chosen as the evaluation index. The larger 
the index is, the better.

2) Acceleration overload. Considering the accelera-
tion tolerance of astronauts and the instruments 
equipped on the lander, the overload during the soft 
landing should not exceed 15g to ensure the progress 
of the detection mission. The maximum acceleration 
during soft landing is selected as an index to access 
the overload characteristic. The smaller the value is, 
the better.

3) Buffer performance. Considering the uncertainty of 
the environment of the target landing regions, the 
buffer performance should meet the demand of the 
worst condition. The maximum buffer stroke during 
soft landing is selected as one of the indexes. And a 
smaller value means that the volume and weight of 
the landing gear can be reduced correspondingly, 
which is beneficial to soft landing.

4) Landing stability. A vertical plane passing through 
the center of two adjacent footpads, which is parallel 
to the gravity vector, is defined as an “stability wall” 
[26]. Since the lander has four legs, there are four 
such walls. If the centroid of the lander exceeded 
the enclosure formed by the four stability walls, the 
landing was considered to be unstable. Here stability 
distance T is introduced as a parameter measuring 
the minimum distance between the centroid of the 
lander and four stability walls during each soft land-
ing. If T remained positive, the landing was declared 
to be stable.

However, stability is not the only requirement for a suc-
cessful soft landing. Here, the other indexes except the 
landing stability were grouped as performance indexes 
to access the soft landing systematically. In summary, the 
four selected indicators are listed in Table 3.

3.2  Analysis of Landing Performance
Based on theory of probability and statistics, experi-
mental design is a scientific and reasonable arrangement 
of experiments. It extracts a number of sample points 
within the design interval to better reflect the charac-
teristics of the whole space. To analyze the soft landing 
performance of adaptive lander under various condi-
tions, optimal Latin hypercube method was adopted. As 
a result, 36 conditions were screened out as the inputs 
of experimental design. Taking returned terrain data 
and current hovering control ability as references, the 
selected soft landing conditioning factors and its ranges 
are listed in Table  4 [15], where the horizontal velocity 
vz and the control errors of rolling angle ψ and pitching 
angle θ are ignored.

The dynamic simulations of the 36 soft landing condi-
tions were carried out, and corresponding soft landing 
performance data were obtained, which will be men-
tioned later. In order to display the soft landing process 
more intuitively, typical 2-2 condition (Table  5) was 
selected to be analyzed in detail [27]. Based on the simu-
lation results of 2-2 condition, the relationships between 
damping coefficient of primary buffer, landing stability 
index and three performance indexes against time incre-
ment are shown respectively in Figures 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10.

According to the above figures, during the whole soft 
landing process, the damping coefficients of the four 
adaptive buffers are dynamically adjusted as the attitude 

Table 2 Initial buffer characteristic parameters

Parameter Value Range

Stiffness coefficient k (N/m) 4.9 × 104 [3 × 104, 7 × 104]

Maximum damping coefficient cmax/(Ns/m) 5.4 × 104 [3 × 104, 7 × 104]

Dynamic range ratio r = cmin/cmax 0.1 [0.1, 1.0]

Table 3 Indicators for soft landing

Indicator Parameter Sign

Performance indexes Nozzle performance against dam‑
age

Minimum distance between the bottom of the nozzle and the land‑
ing surface (mm)

U

Acceleration overload Maximum acceleration during soft landing (g) L

Buffer performance Four maximum buffer strokes during soft landing (mm) S

Landing stability index Minimum distance between the centroid of the lander and four 
stability walls (mm)

T

Table 4 Soft landing conditioning factors

Condition Range

vx (m/s) [3, 4]

φ (°) [0, 45]

μ [0.3, 0.7]

αe (°) [0, 10]
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of the lander changes, which leads to a stable soft land-
ing. However, buffer parameters selected above based on 
only an ideal working condition where four legs hit the 
ground at the same time. While for deep space explora-
tion mission, there is great uncertainty about the terrain 
and condition of interesting regions. So it is necessary to 
optimize the buffer parameters based on the uncertainty 
of landing conditions, so as to enhance the landing adapt-
ability facing different complex conditions.

4  Hierarchical Optimization
In this section, hierarchical optimization was adopted 
to improve the soft landing performance of the lander. 
The optimization took buffer parameters k, cmax and r 
as design variables, while the performance indexes U, L 
and S as three primary objectives. Since the change of 
the buffer parameters is followed with the change of the 
worst condition, the worst condition and correspond-
ing performance indexes should be updated duly during 
the optimization process. Aiming at this complex opti-
mization problem, a hierarchical optimization method 
was proposed decomposing the problem into a leader 
and several followers. After receiving the buffer param-
eters from the leader and modifying the model corre-
spondingly, the followers took the conditioning factors 
as design variables to find the worst conditions respec-
tively. Then the results of this “reverse optimizations” 
were delivered to the leader. The leader then optimized 
the buffer parameters trying to better the worst perfor-
mance indexes. And the new buffer parameters deter-
mined by leader are transmitted to the followers to start 
the next iteration. The cycle continues until the terminat-
ing conditions are satisfied. Finally, the Pareto optimal 
set of the buffer parameters is obtained after hierarchical 
optimization.

But because this optimization method needs much 
more iterations, time cost will be much higher if the 
dynamic model is used to computed. Therefore, this 
paper uses the response surface model instead of time 
consuming dynamic analysis model to iterate, shortening 
the actual solution time and improve the optimization 
efficiency. In addition, the influence of the conditioning 
factors on the performance of soft landing is complex, 
so sensitivity analysis was carried out to determine the 
influence degree of each conditioning factor on the soft 

landing performance before establishing response sur-
faces. To sum up, the flowchart of hierarchical optimiza-
tion is shown in Figure 11.

4.1  Sensitivity Analysis of Conditioning Factors
The 36 results obtained from experimental design analyz-
ing the landing performance in Section 3.2 is used as the 
sample points for sensitivity analysis. The Pareto diagram, 
which displays the sensitivity of 4 conditioning factors to 
landing indicators is shown in Figures 12, 13, 14 and 15. 
Here, the solid bars indicate positive effects while hollow 
bars mean negative effects. As the figures show, there are 
both positive and negative effects to 4 landing indicators, 
which means that four indicators are conflict with each 
other and one performance improvement often leads to 
the other performances lowered. In addition, the sensi-
tivity analysis shows that the initial vertical velocity has 

Table 5 Parameters of 2-2 condition

Parameter Value

vx (m/s) 3.5

φ (°) 45

μ 0.7

αe (°) 8
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Figure 6 Damping coefficient of adaptive buffer
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less influence on the stability distance. So vx is neglected 
while establishing the response surface model of stability 
distance.
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Figure 9 Nozzle’s performance against damage
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4.2  Response Surface Model
According to the results of sensitivity analysis, there 
was a complex coupling relation between the condition-
ing factors influencing the landing indicators. Thus, the 
incomplete three order polynomial function was selected 
to establish the response surface models, whose basic 
structure is shown as Eq. (3):

where xi means input variables, n is the number of input 
variables and β is polynomial coefficients.

According to the process of the hierarchical optimi-
zation method, k, cmax, r and vx, φ, μ, αe were chosen 
as input variables. 44 sample points were obtained by 
adopting the optimized Latin hypercube experimental 
design, which are listed as Table  11 in Appendix. The 
response surface model was established by least square 
fitting using the sample points, shown as Eqs. (7)‒(10) in 
Appendix. The fitting precision of the response surface 
model was checked by two test methods, namely, root 
mean square error RMSE and the coefficient of multiple 
determination R2. Their expressions are shown in Eqs. 
(4), (5) respectively:

where m is the number of sample points, y is the out-
put value of sample point, ŷ is the corresponding out-
put value evaluated by responsible surface model, ȳ is 

(3)

f (x) =β0 +

n
∑

i=1

βixi +

n
∑

ij(i<j)

βijxixj

+

n
∑

i=1

βijx
2
i +

n
∑

i=1

βiiix
3
i ,

(4)RMSE =
1

mȳ

√

√

√

√

m
∑

i=1

(

yi − ŷi
)2
,

(5)R2
= 1−

m
∑

i=1

(

yi − ŷi
)2

m
∑

i=1

(

yi − ȳi
)2

,

the mean of sample points. A little RMSE and a large R2 
mean a better model with high fitting precise.

Figure 16 shows the fitting degree by setting the landing 
indicators obtained from sample points as X-axis and the 
corresponding ones from response surface model under the 
same inputs as Y-axis. The closer the scatter points are to 
the middle diagonal line, the higher the fitting accuracy is.

In the figure, subscript A indicates that the values of land-
ing indicators were obtained by simulation and subscript P 
means that they were from response surface model.

It can be seen from Figure  16 that the R2 of all indica-
tors are higher than 0.97, and RMSE less than 0.05. The fit-
ting accuracy is enough for the response surface models to 
replace the dynamic one to be computed.

4.3  Optimization in the Followers
After being determined by the leader and transmitted to 
the followers, the buffer parameters remained unchanged 
in a round of sub optimization until the next iteration 
receiving the new parameters from the leader. The follow-
ers took landing conditioning factors as design variables, 
and the four worst landing indicators as objectives. The key 
parameters of the optimization mathematical models are 
listed in Table 6. Where qi represent the buffer parameters 
vx, φ, μ and αe, while qiL, qiU are the lower and upper limits of 
the corresponding parameters respectively.

The evolution algorithm was adopted for the optimi-
zation calculation of the followers, and the algorithm 
parameters are listed in Table 7. Figure 17 shows iterative 
processes of four follower optimizations under initial buffer 
parameters (Table 2). Results show that optimization pro-
cesses of four followers converged well, and the worst con-
ditions could be found within the maximum iteration step.
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Figure 16 Scatter diagram for fitting precision of response surface
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4.4  Optimization in the Leader
Considering the uncertainty of landing conditions, in the 
premise of ensuring the landing stability, the multi-objective 
optimization was carried out to minimize Lmax, minimize 
Smax and maximize Umin; Taking k, cmax and r as design vari-
ables. Therefore, the mathematical model of the leader opti-
mization is shown as Eq. (6). Where xi represent the buffer 
parameters cmax, r and K, while xi

L, xi
U are the lower and 

upper limits of the corresponding parameters respectively. 
The second generation non inferiority sorting genetic algo-
rithm (NSGA-II) is adopted for the leader optimization, and 
the parameters of algorithm are listed in Table 8.

After the hierarchical optimization, the Pareto optimal 
set of the multi-objective optimization problem is obtained 
(Table 12 of Appendix). Figure 18 shows the Pareto front fit-
ted by the three performance indexes Lmax, Smax and Umin. 
Considering the acceleration tolerance of precision equip-
ment in the lander and human is sensitive to the change of 
acceleration, a small overload helps to improve the reliability 
of the lander. The optimum buffer parameters selected com-
prehensively from Pareto optimal set is shown in Table 9.

According to the selected optimum buffer param-
eters (Table  9), the dynamic analysis model was modi-
fied correspondingly. Then dynamic simulation was 

(6)

min Lmax, Smax,−Umin

s.t., Tmin > 1400,
Lmax < 15,

xLi < xi < xUi .











carried out again while using the 36 landing conditions 
the same as the experimental design in Section  3.2. 
Table  10 compares the calculation results before and 

Table 6 Mathematical models of  the  follower 
optimizations

Number Objective Constraint Output

1 Min U qi
L < qi < qi

U Umin

2 Max L Lmax

3 Max S Smax

4 Min T Tmin

Table 7 Configuration parameters of evolution algorithm

Parameter Value

Max evaluation 200

Convergence tolerance 0.1

Minimum discrete step 0.02

Parallel batch size 5

Penalty base 0

Penalty multiplier 1000

Penalty exponent 2

Failed run penalty value 1 × 1030

Failed run objective value 1 × 1030
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Table 8 Configuration parameters of NSGA-II

Parameter Value

Population size 12

Number of generation 20

Crossover probability 0.9

Crossover distribution index 10

Mutation distribution index 20
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after optimization. The comparative analysis shows that 
the three landing performances have been improved to 
a certain extent under the premise of ensuring the sta-
bility of the lander not reduced. Under the respective 
worst conditions, nozzle performance against dam-
age is increased by 5.24%, the acceleration overload is 
decreased by 5.74%, and the buffer performance of the 
primary strut is increased by 21.10%. As for the aver-
age, nozzle performance against damage is increased by 
3.57%, the acceleration overload is decreased by 2.95%, 
and the buffer performance of the primary strut is 
increased by 25.38%.

5  Conclusions

1) The dynamic analysis model of the lander which is 
equipped with adaptive buffer was established. And 
the semi-active control algorithm is applied to real-
ize the adaptive feedback adjustment of the damping 
coefficient during soft landing. Based on the dynamic 
analysis model and experimental design method, the 
soft landing performances under multiple landing 
conditions were analyzed.

2) Focusing on the worst landing condition uncertainty 
caused by the changes of buffer parameters, a hier-
archical optimization method was proposed. The 
method divides the optimization problem into two 
parts, namely, a multi-objective leader optimization 
and several follower optimizations. Through this 
method, the worst condition was updated duly dur-
ing optimization process. Furthermore, in order to 
improve the computational efficiency, response sur-
face models were established to replace the dynamic 
models for iterative calculation.

3) The soft landing performances before and after the 
optimization were compared. In the premise of 
ensuring the landing stability not decline, nozzle’s 
performance against damage, the buffer performance 
of the primary strut and the acceleration overload 
performance are all improved after optimizing. And 
the comparison results indicate the effectiveness of 
the hierarchical optimization method.

4) Those studies provide guidance to the design of adap-
tive lander, including the scheme determination, per-
formance analysis and optimal design. And the hier-
archical optimization method, which was proposed 
to solve complex optimization problems, provides a 
feasible scheme for optimal design of the project with 
similar properties.

5) The feasibility of the lander with adaptive buffer is 
validated preliminarily. However, the performances 
of the buffer such as vibration and response speed 
may also influence the soft landing performances in 
some way, which is simplified in this paper. In future 
studies, we intend to research on those properties 
respectively, thus validating its practicability further.
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Table 9 The selected buffer parameters

Parameter cmax (Ns/m) r K (N/m)

Value 34224.47 0.30 50450.50

Table 10 Results of the hierarchical optimization

Landing performance 
index

U (mm) L (g) S (mm)

Before Max. 432.9272 15.57734 186.1706

Avg. 401.6185 9.827149 127.2947

Min. 381.7005 5.600144 57.4495

After Max. 439.0153 14.68367 146.8838

Avg. 415.9362 9.536974 94.99342

Min 401.6876 5.484198 38.52626
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Appendix
See Tables 11 and 12.

Table 11 Sample points for response surface

Number Landing conditioning factor Buffer parameter Soft landing indicator

vx (m/s) φ (°) μ αe (°) k (N/m) cmax (Ns/m) r U (mm) L (g) S (mm) T (mm)

1 3.55814 25.11628 0.625581 9.069767 38372.09 35581.4 0.916279 443.7838 7.475721 72.63525 1525.675

2 3.093023 7.325581 0.616279 6.27907 43023.26 57906.98 0.895349 451.6653 7.177718 39.61241 1699.808

3 3.186047 43.95349 0.45814 4.418605 55116.28 64418.6 0.225581 431.4194 10.88976 62.80241 1750.597

4 3.651163 37.67442 0.318605 1.860465 36511.63 60697.67 0.560465 436.2251 12.84088 36.68639 1867.666

5 3.860465 23.02326 0.430233 7.674419 49534.88 66279.07 0.12093 397.3568 9.527114 134.2162 1622.154

6 3.511628 18.83721 0.644186 2.093023 41162.79 68139.53 0.372093 435.8223 11.07385 48.61199 1860.488

7 3.465116 40.81395 0.672093 6.511628 59767.44 56976.74 0.874419 458.2829 6.729019 35.81923 1575.491

8 3.069767 6.27907 0.532558 5.813953 50465.12 52325.58 0.1 406.1348 6.315581 138.9933 1741.022

9 3.767442 20.93023 0.569767 1.627907 34651.16 50465.12 0.97907 439.0863 12.59231 30.0238 1864.758

10 3.023256 21.97674 0.439535 0.232558 37441.86 47674.42 0.434884 446.5893 12.19919 30.33212 1937.609

11 3.744186 45 0.411628 4.883721 45813.95 30930.23 0.665116 428.6257 10.1308 58.0304 1720.903

12 3.27907 23.02326 0.402326 3.488372 60697.67 30000 0.204651 406.2816 8.617354 108.5894 1802.934

13 3.953488 11.51163 0.662791 7.906977 50465.12 59767.44 0.686047 438.8208 8.01536 69.29281 1557.978

14 3.906977 19.88372 0.57907 8.604651 43953.49 31860.47 0.246512 388.0991 7.463903 167.2496 1570.922

15 4.000000 33.48837 0.486047 2.790698 63488.37 61627.91 0.623256 433.1043 13.22439 39.97564 1820.304

16 3.395349 15.69767 0.327907 5.581395 33720.93 39302.33 0.853488 438.4899 9.852899 42.87013 1722.803

17 3.232558 34.53488 0.7 4.651163 42093.02 37441.86 0.309302 420.6606 8.718477 90.62936 1734.21

18 3.348837 38.72093 0.3 4.186047 67209.3 49534.88 0.727907 442.5974 10.22104 33.63026 1760.997

19 3.139535 41.86047 0.54186 5.116279 30000 56046.51 0.769767 450.9664 8.521337 33.12291 1710.982

20 3.627907 39.76744 0.523256 8.139535 68139.53 43953.49 0.288372 424.03 9.826323 85.53164 1571.029

21 3.116279 17.7907 0.346512 6.744186 39302.33 70000 0.497674 446.3383 9.665368 38.22251 1678.262

22 3.511628 2.093023 0.504651 9.534884 30930.23 53255.81 0.455814 434.7544 8.284954 75.42411 1623.473

23 3.604651 8.372093 0.309302 8.837209 56976.74 42093.02 0.393023 424.9629 9.848023 70.92657 1623.236

24 3.000000 31.39535 0.448837 9.302326 52325.58 41162.79 0.602326 446.6824 7.551606 56.10278 1527.46

25 3.813953 14.65116 0.355814 0.465116 56046.51 36511.63 0.706977 431.8234 14.37905 37.44909 1931.803

26 3.697674 16.74419 0.467442 6.976744 66279.07 40232.56 1 439.2425 9.958682 44.41087 1660.581

27 3.209302 26.16279 0.634884 1.162791 69069.77 50465.12 0.413953 441.5735 11.85765 36.75207 1903.21

28 3.581395 0 0.597674 0.697674 61627.91 55116.28 0.811628 444.0431 14.35065 22.20284 1920.56

29 3.325581 10.46512 0.681395 8.372093 64418.6 38372.09 0.539535 433.6575 6.023513 97.01569 1568.123

30 3.418605 31.39535 0.393023 6.976744 31860.47 43023.26 0.162791 397.4444 8.962404 133.354 1635.542

31 3.976744 9.418605 0.42093 3.023256 32790.7 48604.65 0.330233 415.4679 11.31945 82.85015 1841.057

32 3.488372 12.55814 0.337209 0.930233 57906.98 62558.14 0.267442 432.064 12.23215 49.46587 1918.122

33 3.046512 3.139535 0.374419 3.72093 62558.14 45813.95 0.727907 444.9144 8.697139 37.0097 1824.333

34 3.674419 35.5814 0.383721 9.767442 46744.19 57906.98 0.790698 449.4951 10.30864 38.29463 1501.226

35 3.302326 29.30233 0.653488 10 44883.72 63488.37 0.351163 446.2622 6.831806 89.31796 1478.876

36 3.44186 1.046512 0.57907 3.255814 40232.56 32790.7 0.518605 426.7935 8.704603 75.62599 1825.387

37 3.837209 5.232558 0.560465 3.953488 65348.84 46744.19 0.183721 407.39 9.410543 111.8682 1795.231

38 3.790698 4.186047 0.365116 5.116279 48604.65 65348.84 0.832558 441.3873 11.94245 31.54661 1772.535

39 3.930233 42.90698 0.606977 6.046512 35581.4 54186.05 0.476744 430.4629 10.50151 62.02561 1659.939

40 3.883721 27.2093 0.690698 2.55814 57906.98 34651.16 0.644186 426.3876 11.67777 57.27592 1810.075

41 3.372093 13.60465 0.495349 7.44186 70000 67209.3 0.560465 444.9501 9.049236 44.0253 1656.702

42 3.162791 30.34884 0.551163 2.325581 53255.81 33720.93 0.95814 441.7665 9.359383 38.15687 1838.727

43 3.697674 36.62791 0.504651 0 47674.42 44883.72 0.14186 418.4696 14.45879 78.39083 1885.561

44 3.255814 28.25581 0.476744 1.395349 54186.05 69069.77 0.937209 449.1199 11.39628 19.53422 1886.16
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(7)

U = 511.59− 1.1048ϕ − 199.74µ+ 205.45r

− 6.9518αe − 24.145vx + 0.015802ϕ2
+ 68.985µ2

− 253.31r2 + 0.43316α2
e + 0.76387ϕµ+ 2.3551E

− 6ϕk + 7.8933E− 4µcmax + 2.3759E− 4µk

+ 19.753µvx − 2.2695E− 6cmin + 3.9774αecmax

+ 3.8669rαe − 3.2941E− 4rk + 2.1381αek

− 0.76569αevx + 121.85r3,

(8)

L = 26.775− 5.0093r − 0.48742αe + 14.621µ2

+ 0.11214α2
e − 6.7505E− 9k2 − 3.4301v2x

+ 0.071897ϕµ− 0.13375ϕr − 8.0912E

− 5µcmax − 1.4029µαe − 2.9661µvx

− 2.8717E− 5cmaxr − 1.8059E− 6αecmax

+ 2.5342rvx − 0.10076αevx + 5.0199E− 5kvx

+ 3.1638E− 5ϕ3
+ 1.1452E− 14c3max

+ 1.1324r3 + 6.5243E− 14k3 + 0.67529v3x ,

(9)

S = 482.67− 0.0052582cmax − 615.95r + 193.76µ2

+ 4.2096E− 8c2max + 777.24r2 − 33.976v2x
− 1.7764ϕµ+ 1.0444E− 5ϕcmax

+ 0.41149ϕr + 9.5027µαe − 44.733µvx

+ 4.9696E− 4cmaxr − 6.6522E− 5cmaxαe

− 5.0897rαe + 5.7483E− 4rk + 1.6141αevx

+ 3.8669rαe − 5.0606E− 4kvx − 7.8106E

− 5ϕ3
− 357.00r3 + 1.5838E− 13k3 + 7.9416v3x ,

(10)

T = 15524 − 0.35713ϕ + 1102.9µ+ 239.20r

− 11976vx + 8.9406E− 9c2max − 593.63r2

− 3.3219α3
e + 3437.5v2x − 0.22014ϕαe

− 0.0014584µcmax − 11.325µαe − 0.0027737µk

− 218.04µvx − 6.3259rαe + 29.639rvx − 1.9831E

− 4αek − 213.08µ3
+ 315.93r3 + 0.15724α3

e

+ 2.9960E− 13k3 − 325.27v3x .

Table 12 Pareto optimal set

Number Buffer parameter Soft landing indicator

k (N/m) cmax (Ns/m) r U (mm) L (g) S (mm) T (mm)

1 48645.04 32631.58 0.54 410.35 13.74 153.41 1377.71

2 52918.01 34182.02 0.38 403.50 13.01 168.24 1378.14

3 48847.99 42448.80 0.32 402.64 12.63 162.80 1382.14

4 37868.15 43615.22 0.46 410.62 13.41 145.24 1424.04

5 48645.04 32631.58 0.54 410.46 13.75 153.15 1382.12

6 52939.73 34181.47 0.49 409.54 13.53 152.26 1373.57

7 50450.50 34224.47 0.30 397.01 12.60 186.01 1381.92

8 47405.10 43285.34 0.57 416.40 14.21 84.27 1374.32

9 54412.82 42293.62 0.56 416.17 14.37 110.07 1364.38

10 49043.65 34030.66 0.38 402.70 12.93 170.88 1384.36

11 51254.63 34224.47 0.45 407.17 13.27 158.45 1378.37

12 47405.10 46200.59 0.57 417.59 13.81 120.30 1378.44

13 51741.07 41959.17 0.21 392.47 12.23 191.89 1372.44

14 51747.93 41959.17 0.43 410.24 13.15 141.71 1382.74

15 51741.07 42750.60 0.30 401.69 12.60 165.04 1376.91

16 47464.88 45073.37 0.38 408.42 12.93 145.43 1383.79

17 52631.88 42750.60 0.30 401.87 12.63 164.55 1375.59

18 50468.09 42106.01 0.30 401.58 12.59 164.61 1399.94

19 53901.44 32375.72 0.52 410.03 13.76 153.74 1371.07

20 48096.98 46328.25 0.57 417.70 14.25 79.17 1372.52
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